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3.2 Unloading Warning 

3.2.1 When unloading modules from vehicle, less 
than 2 lots package could be lifted each time with a 
reasonable fixture. Before lifting, ensure that the 
trays and cartons undamaged, the hoisting ropes are 
durable. When the hoisting is near the ground, two 
men put carton gently on a relative flat position. 
Using a forklift to remove modules from the truck, 
unloaded modules should be placed on a level 
surface. 

3.2.2 When modules is temporarily stored in a projec
t site, modules should be placed in a dry and ventilate
d place. Do not stack modules at a project site. Cover 
modules with a tarpaulin, the tarpaulin should be fixe
d by a curtain or mesh belt to protect modules from 
moisture and rain. 

3.3 Secondary Transportation and Precautions 

3.3.1 If the module would be transported for a too 
long distance or stored for a long period, it is 

forbidden to remove the original package. Modules 
packaged with original package could be transported 
by land, sea or air. During transportation, fixing the 
package to the transport platform to ensure it would 
not be tumbled. Taking land transportation as an 
example. When transported with truck, stacking up 
should be less than two layers, it is forbidden to cut 
the packaging belts of packages. 

3.3.2 It is forbidden to remove the original package 
when modules transported at a project site. One 
pallet transported each time is required. During 
transportation, fixing package to the transport 
platform to ensure that the package would not be 
tumbled. Do not use tricycle to transport modules. 
Do not handle modules with rope during 
transportation, and it is forbidden to carry or drag 
modules through the wires or junction box of the 
modules. 

3.4 Storage 

3.4.1 It is forbidden to let modules be exposed to the 
rain or get wet. If it is necessary to store modules out
doors for a certain period of time, modules should al
ways be covered. 

3.4.2 If the modules require long-distance 
transportation or long-term storage, do not remove 
the original packaging of the modules. 

3.4.3 Warehouse requirement: Humidity <70%; 
Temperature: -20°C ~+50°C. Modules should be 
stacked less than 2 layers. 

4.  Unpacking instruction 

4.1 Unpacking safety instruction 

4.1.1 When modules unpacked outdoors, it is 
forbidden to work under rain, as carton would 
become soft and be broken. Modules inside of it 
would come out, damage or bruises may be caused 
to module. During windy days, special attention 
should be paid for safety, it is recommended not to 
transport modules, and the unpacked modules 
should be properly fixed. 

3.1.4 The package should be vertically up during 
transportation 

 

3.1.5 Do not step on or stand above package or 
module 

 

3.1.6 Stack no more than 2 layers 
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4.1.2 The ground needs to be flat enough to ensure 
package could be placed horizontally and stably. 
Supportive tool should be used when disassembling 
the carton to prevent the modules from falling down. 

4.1.3 Wear protective gloves during unpacking to 
avoid injury and fingerprints on the glass surface. 

4.1.4 Module information could be queried from 
outer package, please read it carefully before 
unpacking. 

4.1.5 Each module should be lifted by 2 man. Do not 
lift module by grasping the module terminal box or 
lead wires. Use both hands to carry module, do not 
stack modules during lifting. 

4.1.6 The unpacked modules must all be installed, 
should not be stored at the project site. 

4.2 Unpacking steps 

4.2.1 Before unpacking, please check the product 
name and serial number on an A4 paper on the 
surface of the package, unpacking method should not 
be randomly changed. 

4.2.2 When unpacking, cut all vertical packing belts 
with a blade or scissors, first cut the long side packing 
belt, secondly cut the short side packing belt. Remove 
the upper cover of the carton and take out two or 
three upper lifting brackets. 

4.2.3 When removing modules from package, two 
man stand must stand on each side of the box while 
lifting the module, one hand grasping the corner of 
the module, the other hand grasping the short side of 
the module. When unpacking on a horizontal floor, 
remove modules from one side to the other side of 
package, and then carry them. If unpacking on a non-
horizontal floor, use a supportive tool to ensure 
package placed verticality. 

4.2.4 Modules removed out of package are 
prohibited from leaning against a without reliable 
support or an unfixed object. 

5.  Installation 

Double glass modules produced by Jolywood could 
work for more than 30 years under proper conditions. 
Modules with an expired life should be reasonably 
disposed in accordance with local laws and 
regulations. Besides requirement of IEC certification, 
the product has been tested to verify its resistance to 
ammonia, which may be present near the cowshed, 
whether it could work in a wet (coastal) areas, areas 
where sandstorms occur frequently are also tested. 

5.1 Installation Safety 

5.1.1 The modules produced by Jolywood could 
installed landscape or portrait, the influence of 
shading effect caused by dust could be minimized 
when installed landscape. 

5.1.2 Do not remove module package before 
installation. 

5.1.3 When installing modules, only work in a dry 
environment with dry tools. Do not work in a humid 
environment without wearing any protective 
measures. Do not install modules under any rainy, 
snowy or windy conditions. Keep the connectors dry 
and clean when installing modules to avoid the risk of 
electric shock. If the terminal of the module is wet, 
no work could be done, otherwise electric shock may 
be caused. Modules should be installed immediately 
after unpacked. 

5.1.4 Do not wear metal rings, wristwatches, earrings, 
nose rings, lip rings, or other metal materials when 
installing or repairing PV systems. 

5.1.5 Use opaque materials to cover the module 
completely during installation. Do not open the 
electrical connection or pull out the connector while 
the circuit is under load. Do not touch the modules 
during installation unless necessary. Glass surfaces 
and brackets may have high temperature, which 
might lead to the risk of hazards of burns and electric 
shock. 

5.1.6 Do not damage the back glass of module when 
modules mounted on the bracket. If modules need to 
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Place the toothed washers, washers, and grounding 
wires in turn, and screw the screws into the 
grounding holes to connect the two adjacent 
modules.         

5.2.5 Electrical Installation 

All wiring should be performed by a qualified and 
trained person in accordance with local regulations 
and procedures. Modules could be connected in 
series to increase the operating voltage by inserting 
the positive plug of one module into the negative 
plug of another module. Always ensure that the 
contact points are corrosion-resistant, clean, and dry 
before wiring modules. If the polarities of modules 
connected wrong, may lead to irreparable damage. 
Before modules connected in parallel, please check 
the voltage and polarity of each module array.  If the 
polarity of products is opposite or Voltage difference 
greater than 10V founded after measurement, please 
check the configuration of module array before its 
access to power grids. 

All cables and connectors used to connect the DC 
system must have similar (or higher) level. It is 
suggested that all cables should run in proper cable 
ducts and should be located away from the water-
prone area. 

Each module has two standard 90°C shading output 
cables with a plug-and-play connector on each 
terminal. Jolywood modules are equipped with a DC 
copper cable with a cross-sectional area of 4mm2, 
system voltage 1500V DC, insulation layer maximum 
work temperature up to 90°C, also UV-resistant. All 
cables used to connect the DC system must have 
similar or high level. It is required that all wiring and 
electrical connections should be comply with the 
appropriate National Electrical Code. 

Wiring 

In order to ensure PV system could operation 
smoothly, when connecting modules or connecting 

loads (such as inverters batteries, etc.), ensure that 
the polarity of the cables is properly connected 
(Figure 1 and Figure 2). If modules are not connected 
properly, the bypass diode may be damaged. 
Modules could be connected in series to increase 
voltage. Connecting modules in series by inserting the 
positive terminal of one module into the negative 
terminal of the next module. Figure 1 shows the 
serial connection of modules. Modules could be 
connected in parallel to increase current (shown in 
Figure 2). Connecting modules in series in Parallel by 
inserting the positive terminal of one module into the 
negative terminal of the next module. The number of 
modules connected in series or in parallel needs to be 
reasonably designed according to the system 
configuration. All instructions above must be 
followed to meet the Jolywood Warranty valid 
conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.5.1 Fuse 

Figure1 
 

Figure2 
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The fuse should be connected to each non-grounded 
pole of the array (in other words, if system is not 
grounded, the fuse should be connected to both 
positive and negative terminals). 

a) The maximum rating of the fuse connected in 
series is 25A, and the module-specific ratings are 
available on the product label and product data sheet. 

b) The fuse rating also corresponds to the maximum 
reverse current that the module could withstand 
(when an array is shading, the array is loaded into 
another parallel module array to generate power), 
thus the number of parallel connected arrays is 
affected. 

c) It is forbidden to connect two or more strings in 
parallel and then share the fuses. 

6. Maintenance for PV Modules 

6.1 Module Visual Inspection and Replacement 

Modules in array should be regularly inspected to 
check damage modules. If damage module is founded, 
it must be replaced with same type one. Such as 
broken glass, broken cables, damaged junction box, 
etc., which would lead to functional and safety failure 
of modules. 

Well-designed solar systems require minimal 
maintenance, and some simple steps could be taken 
to improve system performance and reliability. 

6.1.1 Maintenance should be carried out at least 
once a year by trained person. As system voltage is so 
high, that maintenance person should always wear 
rubber gloves and insulated boots. Removing all 
possible shading of the solar array, which would 
affect power generation of the module array. 

6.1.2 Check if the installed hardware is securely in 
place. 

6.1.3 Check if all array fuses in each of the non-
grounded poles are working properly. 

6.1.4 If module is damaged (glass breakage or 
scratches on the back glass), it is need to be replaced. 

Module must be replaced with same type one. Do not 
touch the live parts of the cables or connectors when 
replacing modules. Use appropriate safety guards 
(insulation tools, insulated gloves, insulated boots, 
etc.) when handling modules. 

6.1.5 Cover the front surface of Modules with an 
opaque material. Modules exposed under the sun 
could be extremely dangerous, as high voltages could 
be generated. 

6.1.6 Module junction boxes is equipped with bypass 
diodes to minimize module heating and current loss. 

6.2 Connector and Cable Inspection 

6.2.1 Check if all cables are securely connected. It is 
suggested that all cables should run in proper cable 
ducts and should be located away from the water-
prone area. 

6.2.2 Check the electrical, grounding, and mechanical 
connections every 6 months to ensure that they are 
clean, safe, free from damage, and rust-free; ensure 
that the mountings properly tightened; check all 
cables to make sure they are tight. 

6.3 Cleaning 

The amount of electricity produced by a solar module 
is proportional to the amount of light reach on 
surface of it. A dust covered module produces 
relatively lower power, so it is important to keep 
module clean. 

a) The PV module should be cleaned under the 
irradiance of less than 200W/m2. Avoiding cleaning 
water with great different temperature from air to 
avoid cracking. Hard water needs to be softened. The 
water remains should be removed from glass surface 
after cleaning. 

b) It is strictly forbidden to clean PV modules under 
special weather:  wind level greater four, heavy rain 
or heavy snow. 

c) During cleaning, the water pressure on the surface 
of module glass shall not exceed 700 kPa (14619.80 
lb/ft2), and the module is not allowed to withstand 




